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ABSTRACT

Computation on sparse data is becoming increasingly important for many applications. Recent sparse computation accelerators are designed for specific algorithm/application, making them inflexible with software optimizations. This paper proposes SparseCore, the first general-purpose processor extension for sparse computation that can flexibly accelerate complex code patterns and fast-evolving algorithms. We extend the instruction set architecture (ISA) to make stream or sparse vector first-class citizens, and develop efficient architectural components to support the stream ISA. The novel ISA extension intrinsically operates on streams, realizing both efficient data movement and computation. The simulation results show that SparseCore achieves significant speedups for sparse tensor computation and graph pattern computation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sparse computation on data where a large fraction of values are zeros is important in scientific computing [21, 23], machine learning [31, 51], graph analytics [14], and simulation [10], etc. Sparse tensor algebra and graph pattern mining (GPM) are two major applications that perform frequent sparse computation. The essential computation is the set operations, i.e., intersection, subtraction, and merge (union), on two sparse vectors. Currently, accelerators have been developed for specific application domains on fixed algorithm or dataflow. For sparse tensors, these operations can be naturally extracted from algorithms and effectively accelerated. Sparse matrix-sparse matrix multiplication (SpMM) has rich algorithmic diversity [75]. Prior works have developed accelerators based on inner-product [24], outer-product [50], and Gustavson’s algorithm [75]. The different choices of dataflow determine the computation schedules with different tradeoffs. Some dataflows have asymptotically worse performance on certain inputs. With dataflow embedded in accelerator architecture, adopting one accelerator prevents the usage of other dataflows. Graph Pattern Mining (GPM) [18, 58] only received research interests recently. GPM tasks a graph G and pattern specification p as inputs, and returns all subgraphs of G that are isomorphic to p. Two graphs \( G_0 = (V_0, E_0) \) and \( G_1 = (V_1, E_1) \) are isomorphic if and only if there exists an one-to-one mapping \( f : V_0 \rightarrow V_1 \) such that \( (u, v) \in E_0 \iff (f(u), f(v)) \in E_1 \). A subgraph of G isomorphic to p is called an embedding. GPM enables various important applications such as functional modules discovery [53, 63], biochemical structures mining [12, 43, 47] and anomaly detection [6, 28, 29, 48, 54, 68] and many others [17, 30, 57, 64, 67, 71, 76]. The key challenge of GPM is the need to enumerate a large number of subgraphs, e.g., with WikiVote, a small graph with merely 7k vertices, the number of vertex-induced 5-chain embeddings can reach 71 billion. An efficient method for finding the embeddings of \( p \) from \( G \) is pattern enumeration, which constructs the embeddings that are isomorphic to \( p \). Graphs are typically stored in sparse representation, e.g., compressed sparse row (CSR), which keeps the neighbor list of a vertex as a sparse array. The key operation of pattern enumeration is the intersection between neighbor lists—the essential primitive to construct embeddings based on pattern. For example, for two connected vertices \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), performing the intersection of their neighbor lists could identify triangles \( (v_1, v_2, v) \), where \( v \) is the neighbor of both \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \). Pattern enumeration algorithms can be expressed as nested loops, in which each level extends the current subgraphs with a new vertex.

Different from sparse tensor and graph computation, for GPM, the intersections on edge lists are deeply embedded in the nested loops,
making it difficult to reuse existing accelerators for other domains to accelerate GPM algorithms. This difficulty gives rise to the recent interests of designing specific GPM accelerators. TrieJax [27] and GRAMER [73] are two early GPM accelerators. Their performance is limited since they did not accelerate the state-of-the-art algorithms. We provide detailed analysis in Section 2.3. FlexMiner [70] is the state-of-the-art pattern-aware software/hardware co-designed GPM accelerator. While achieving impressive speedups, the design is not flexible, i.e., the skeleton of its embedding exploration algorithm is implemented in hardware and fixed, making it hard to apply new algorithmic optimizations without hardware modification. SISA [7] is a set-centric Processing-In-Memory (PIM) based GPM accelerator. The set operations can be expressed in the programming model and off-loaded to PIM for execution.

In this paper, rather than designing a new accelerator for a particular domain based on specific algorithms/dataflows, we aim to enhance the flexibility of sparse computation acceleration architecture. We define a sparse vector as a stream, which can be a key or (key,value) stream. We propose SparseCore, which extends the instruction set architecture (ISA) to make stream first-class citizens, and develop efficient architectural components to support the stream ISA. The novel ISA extension intrinsically operates on streams, realizing both efficient data movement and computation. It can be considered as a natural extension to the traditional instructions for ordinary scalar values. Our approach accelerates all kinds of sparse computation with a unified architecture, which can adopt to different and evolving algorithms with software modifications, instead of developing specialized hardware every time.

Good flexibility can make the architecture easily adapt to complex and fast evolving algorithms and optimizations, which is particularly the case for GPM. The general-purpose processor can execute any code patterns, while the stream ISA extension can accelerate the critical intersection operations in a seamless manner. In this sense, our approach is similar to the successful SIMD ISA extension to multimedia applications decades ago. In comparison, FlexMiner [70] replaces some intersection with cmap, which is used to perform connectivity checking, but forces the implementation to use the less general notion that may not benefit from new optimizations. For example, FlexMiner is unable to support a new optimization based on Inclusion-Exclusion Principle that can accelerate pattern counting by up to 1110x in GraphPi [65], while SparseCore can easily benefit from it by implementing the optimization in software.

Moreover, extending ISA—the interface between software and hardware—allows compiler to analyze existing source codes and generate instructions in stream ISA to accelerate sparse computations. For GPM, the additional compiler pass can be smoothly integrated with compilation-based systems, such as AutoMine [46], GraphZero [45], and GraphPi [65], preserving the simple user interface. Specifically, users provide the input graph and pattern specifications, and the compiler synthesizes algorithm implementations automatically.

SparseCore architecture considers both computation and memory efficiency. We introduce Stream Mapping Table (SMT) that records the mapping between stream ID and stream register, and tracks the dependency between streams. For computation efficiency, we introduce stream unit (SU) to efficiently perform set operations including intersection, subtraction, and merge. The computations on sparse values determined by the indices in two streams are performed by Stream Value Processing Unit (SVPU). To accelerate a unique GPM algorithm pattern, we introduce nested instructions, which are implemented inside the processor by a sequence of microops. To enable stream data reuse, a scratchpad is associated with SU. To ensure efficient data movements, we propose a Stream Cache (S-Cache) that can effectively prefetch streams based on the known sequential stream access pattern.

We develop a GPM compiler to generate codes with stream ISA. The new instructions are transparent to programmers and the compiler takes unmodified GPM codes. The main challenge for code generation is stream management (similar to register allocation in traditional compilers). For tensor computation, we modified TACO [32], the state-of-the-art tensor algebra compiler, to generate the baseline and optimized implementations with stream instructions. We implement SparseCore ISA and its architectural components on zSim [61]. We evaluate the architecture with (1) GPM applications, including seven patterns (triangle/three-chain/tailed-triangle counting, 3-motif mining, 4/5-clique counting, and FSM) on ten real graphs, and (2) sparse tensor computation, including matrix multiplication with three algorithms, tensor times vector (TTV), and tensor times matrix (TTM) on 11 matrices and two tensors. For GPM, SparseCore significantly outperforms InHouseAutomine on GPU by on average 13.3× and up to 64.4×. SparseCore also outperforms FlexMiner and TrieJax by on average 2.7× and 3651.2×, up to 14.8× and 43912.3× respectively. For tensor computation, our experiments show that SparseCore archives 6.9×, 1.88×, 2.78×, 4.49×, and 2.44× speedup for inner-product, outer-product, Gustavson’s algorithm, TTM, and TTT respectively.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Sparse Tensor Computation

While the dense tensor computation can be efficiently accelerated by GPU and SIMD instructions, the acceleration of sparse tensor computation is an open problem. Motivated by various applications, it has received intensive research interests [24, 25, 50, 56, 75, 77].

An important kernel is sparse matrix-sparse matrix multiplication (SpMxSpM) $A_{mk} \cdot B_{kn} = C_{mn}$, which can be commonly implemented via three algorithms: inner-product, outer-product, and Gustavson’s algorithm. The difference among the three is the order of loops that iterate three indices: inner-product loops in the order of m, n, and k; outer-product loops in the order of k, m, and Gustavson’s algorithm loops in the order of k, m, and n. The inner-product can be seen as multiplication of vectors, thus it can be implemented by intersection. For Outer-product and Gustavson’s algorithm, the computation results are merged into the result matrix C, so they can be implemented by merge. Recent accelerators are developed based on different algorithms with different dataflows.

2.2 GPM Methods and Optimizations

Figure 1 shows the GPM problem which finds the pattern (triangle) (a) in the input graph (b). Figure 1 (c) shows the memory
access and computation of pattern enumeration. From two connected vertices, their edge lists are accessed, followed by the intersection between them. In this example, each common neighbor forms a triangle embedding matching the pattern. During execution, edge list accesses are followed by the computation (intersection) that is much more complex than graph computation and cannot be efficiently performed in current processors. Specifically, starting from the first vertex ID of two edge lists, if they mismatch, the processor advances the pointer of one of the lists, checks the boundary, fetches the next vertex ID, and compares again. This code pattern contains branches and data dependencies in a tight loop, making it difficult to predict the branches and exploit instruction level parallelism.

![Pattern Enumeration](image)

**Figure 1: Pattern Enumeration**

Symmetry breaking in pattern enumeration avoids counting the same embedding for multiple times due to symmetry by enforcing a set of restrictions among vertices during embedding construction. A tailed-triangle mining example is shown in Figure 2. We denote the first/second/third/fourth matched vertex of an embedding as \(v_0-v_3\). Symmetry breaking requires \(v_2 < v_0\) so that the unique embedding is enumerated only once, i.e., \((v_0, v_1, v_2, v_3) = (2, 1, 0, 4)\) is the same as \((0, 1, 2, 4)\). As shown in (a), symmetry breaking first obtains all \(v_2\) that is a common neighbor of \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) by intersecting \(N(v_0)\) and \(N(v_1)\), where \(N(v)\) is the neighbor vertex set of \(v\) stored in edge list. Then, it discards all \(v_2\) that are no less than \(v_0\) to satisfy the restriction (line 5-6 of the algorithm (a)). This can be further improved by early termination of intersections since only the elements smaller than \(v_0\) in \(N(v_0) \cap N(v_1)\) are needed, indicated as \(\text{BoundedIntersect}()\) in (b). This optimization not only reduces computation and accessed data, but also eliminate branches in the next loop level. Due to the richness of the algorithm, the optimizations are fast evolving.

![Tailed-triangle mining](image)

**Figure 2: Tailed-triangle mining**

Symmetry breaking in pattern enumeration avoids counting the same embedding for multiple times due to symmetry by enforcing a set of restrictions among vertices during embedding construction. A tailed-triangle mining example is shown in Figure 2. We denote the first/second/third/fourth matched vertex of an embedding as \(v_0-v_3\). Symmetry breaking requires \(v_2 < v_0\) so that the unique embedding is enumerated only once, i.e., \((v_0, v_1, v_2, v_3) = (2, 1, 0, 4)\) is the same as \((0, 1, 2, 4)\). As shown in (a), symmetry breaking first obtains all \(v_2\) that is a common neighbor of \(v_0\) and \(v_1\) by intersecting \(N(v_0)\) and \(N(v_1)\), where \(N(v)\) is the neighbor vertex set of \(v\) stored in edge list. Then, it discards all \(v_2\) that are no less than \(v_0\) to satisfy the restriction (line 5-6 of the algorithm (a)). This can be further improved by early termination of intersections since only the elements smaller than \(v_0\) in \(N(v_0) \cap N(v_1)\) are needed, indicated as \(\text{BoundedIntersect}()\) in (b). This optimization not only reduces computation and accessed data, but also eliminate branches in the next loop level. Due to the richness of the algorithm, the optimizations are fast evolving.

### 2.3 Existing Architectures on GPM

Pattern enumeration relies on various optimizations to achieve good performance, which make the codes very complex and cannot be efficiently executed on accelerators designed for sparse tensor [24, 25, 50, 56, 75, 77] and machine learning [16, 22, 52]. On the other side, it is also difficult to map the complex GPM algorithms on the more "general" specialized architectures such as Sparse Processing Unit (SPU) [13, 62, 69] which offers specialized supports for stream-join (similar to intersection) based on a systolic decomposable granularity reconfigurable architecture (DGRA).

SPU requires manually rewriting C codes and describing data flow graph (DFG) with the language extensions for DGRA. The computations are mapped to the systolic DGRA by analyzing the DFGs. Due to complex data and control flow dependencies, porting the same state-of-the-art GPM algorithms that execute on SparseCore to SPU leads to large DFGs. For example, four-motif needs up to 112 nodes in the DFG (48 computation nodes and 64 memory nodes), however, each SPU core can only support 20 computation nodes. Thus, it is infeasible to directly execute such large DFGs on an SPU core. To overcome the challenge, one solution is to partition the DFG into smaller partitions that an SPU core can accommodate, and distribute them to multiple cores for collaborative execution. Unfortunately, SPU has very limited mechanisms for cross-core collaboration, especially, poor synchronization support: the only way to synchronize SPU cores is via the "host" RISC-V core. Another possible solution is to execute GPM applications with multiple phases, each of which executes a DFG partition. Between different phases, the SPUs have to be reconfigured. To achieve good performance, the costly reconfiguration should not be performed frequently. Unfortunately, GPM applications switch between different parts of the DFG frequently, leading to extremely high overhead.

In summary, SPU's inefficiency for GPM applications is essentially due to its inflexibility to handle the complicated GPM codes with large DFGs. In comparison, SparseCore, as a general-purpose processor extension, is not restricted by the DFG-based programming model. It can execute the GPM codes in the similar way as the commodity processors do, except that the set operations are executed with ISA extension and special functional unit, i.e., Stream Unit (SU). In some sense, this approach resembles how SIMD instructions accelerate data-parallel computations.

Pipette [49] is a recent architecture that supports pipeline parallelism with ISA extension. Merge-intersect, as a stage in the pipeline, performs intersection between two streams. It is possible to port GPM applications on Pipette, which requires less manual effort than SPU. However, programmers still need to express GPM algorithms in pipeline parallelism, leading to more significant code modifications than SparseCore. In comparison, SparseCore provides higher efficiency on unmodified codes with nested intersection and seamless integration of specialized acceleration components with CPUs.

TrieJax [27] is based on a variant of the Worst Case Optimal Join algorithm. Its performance is limited due to the lack of symmetry breaking support and blindly processing graph data as a database table. GRAMER [73] is based on a much slower pattern-oblivious algorithm with expensive isomorphic check. Its execution time after
speedup is even longer than directly executing pattern enumeration on commodity machines.

Based on more advanced algorithms, the software/hardware co-designed FlexMiner [70] achieves much better performance. Its software component analyzes the user-specified patterns, generates intermediate representations (IR) that contain the necessary information for embedding exploration (e.g., symmetry breaking restrictions), and passes them to a hardware embedding exploration engine. The downside is that, the implementation based on FlexMiner has to use the less general notion that may not benefit from new optimizations. SISA [7] is the first set-centric Processing-In-Memory (PIM) based GPM accelerator. It takes a similar approach by extending ISA but the execution of the set operations is performed on PIM. While SISA can effectively boost the performance of GPM and reduce data movements, it does not support sparse tensor computations, which not only require set operations on sparse vectors, but also perform floating point computations on values based on the outcome indices of set operations.

3 STREAM INSTRUCTION SET EXTENSION

3.1 Stream Definition

In general, we define a sparse vector as a stream, which can be: (1) a key stream—a list of keys, such as the edge list in graph representation; or (2) a (key,value) stream—a list of (key,value), such as the pair of indices of non-zero elements and their values in a sparse tensor representation. We propose a novel instruction set extension that intrinsically operates on streams, supporting both data movement and computation.

3.2 Register Extension

The stream ISA extension represents stream as the first-class data type. The processor uses \( N \) stream registers to maintain stream information, where \( N \) is the maximum number of active streams supported. A stream is active between its initialization and free—each can be performed by an instruction. A stream register stores the stream ID, the stream length, the start key address, the start value address, stream priority, and a valid bit. The stream registers cannot be accessed by any instruction and are setup up when the corresponding stream is initialized. The program can reference a stream by the stream ID, the mapping between a stream ID and its stream register is managed internally in the processor with the Stream Mapping Table (SMT). The key and value address of a stream register are only used by the processor to refer to the keys and values when the corresponding stream ID is referenced.

SparseCore also includes three auxiliary graph format registers (\( GF_R_0, GF_R_1, GF_R_2 \)) to support various graph representations. The content of these registers are interpreted based on the specific format. For simplicity, this paper considers compressed sparse row (CSR) [9], which has two arrays: (1) vertex array stores vertices sequentially with each entry pointing to the start of the vertex’s edge list; and (2) edge array stores the edges of each vertex sequentially. In this case, \( GF_R_0, GF_R_1 \) and \( GF_R_2 \) hold the CSR index, CSR edge list, and CSR offset, which can be loaded to GFRs by an instruction. CSR index and CSR edge list store the address of vertex array and edge array, respectively. The CSR offset stores the offset of the smallest element larger than the vertex itself in the neighbor list. It is used to support the nested intersection, and the symmetric breaking optimization.

3.3 Instruction Set Specification

Table 1 lists the instruction set extension for streams. The instructions can be classified into three categories: (1) stream initialization and free; (2) stream computation; and (3) stream element access. The input operands for all instructions are general purpose registers containing stream ID.

\( S_{\text{READ}} \) and \( S_{\text{VREAD}} \) are the instructions to initialize a key stream and (key,value) stream, respectively. The operands are general purpose registers containing start key address (also start value address for \( S_{\text{VREAD}} \)), stream length, stream priority, and stream ID. After they are executed, if the stream ID is not active, an unused stream register (valid bit is 0) will be allocated to the stream and the new mapping entry is created and inserted into SMT. If the stream ID is already active, the previous mapping is overwritten with the current stream information. After creating the mapping to a stream register, both instruction will also trigger the fetching of key stream to the stream cache (see details in Section 4.3). Thus, if the current stream overwrites the previous one, the content in the stream cache will also be updated.

\( S_{\text{READ}} \) does not load the values, which will be triggered when the computation instruction for (key,value) stream (\( V_{\text{VINTER}} \)) is executed. The values are accessed and fetched through the ordinary memory hierarchy rather than the stream cache. \( S_{\text{FREE}} \) is used to free a stream. When it is executed, the processor finds the SMT entry for the stream ID indicated in the operand and set the valid bit to 0. If such entry is not found, an exception is raised.

The stream ISA contains nine instructions for stream computation. \( S_{\text{INTER}}, S_{\text{INTER,C}}, S_{\text{SUB}}, S_{\text{SUB,C}}, S_{\text{MERGE}}, S_{\text{MERGE,C}} \) perform simple computation on key stream—intersection and subtraction. The suffix “\( C \)” indicates the variants of the corresponding instructions that do not output the result stream but just the count of non-zeros in the result stream. If the output is a stream, the stream ID of an initialized stream should be given in one of the input registers. The stream ID is then added into SMT. These instructions take a upper-bound operand \( R_3 \) to support early intersection/subtraction termination. Once all output stream elements smaller than \( R_3 \) have been produced, the instruction terminates the computation early. For unbounded operations, \( R_3 \) is set to -1.

\( S_{\text{VINTER}} \) performs user-defined intersected value computations. These instructions compute the intersection of the keys of the two input (key,value) streams, and then performs the computation on the values corresponding keys. For example, the key intersection of two (key,value) streams \( \{ (1,45), (3,21), (7,13) \} \) and \( \{ (2,14), (5,36), (7,2) \} \) is 7. The instruction performs the computation on the corresponding values: assuming the computation is multiply-accumulation (MAC) specified in IMM, the result is \( 13 \times 2 = 26 \) in R2. The other types of computation can be specified in IMM, such as MAX (choose the maximum and accumulate), MIN (choose the minimum and accumulate), or any reduction operation.

\( S_{\text{VMERGE}} \) performs merged value computations and outputs a key value stream. It computes the merged keys, multiplies the corresponding value with a given scale, and adds multiplication results of the same key. For example, given two inputs streams \( \{ (1,4), (3,21) \} \)
Table 1: Stream ISA Extension. R0-R4 are general-purpose registers, F0,F1 are FP registers, IMM is an immediate value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Operands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_READ R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Initialize a key stream</td>
<td>R0: stream ID, R1: stream length, R2: stream ID, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_READ R0, R1, R2, R3, R4</td>
<td>Initialize a key stream with memory, R0: start_addr, R1: len, R2: id, R3: priority R4: v0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_FREE R0</td>
<td>Deallocate a stream</td>
<td>R0: stream ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_READ R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Return one element of a key stream</td>
<td>R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_SUB R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Subtract two streams, input streams of R0 to subtract streams of R1</td>
<td>R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_NM C R1, R2, R3, R4</td>
<td>Return # of elements in intersection of two streams, R1: start_addr of R1 to subtract streams of R2, R3: upper bound of the subtracted result</td>
<td>R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority, R4: upper bound of the subtracted result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_INTER C R1, R2, R3, R4</td>
<td>Intersection of two streams, R1: start_addr of R1 to subtract streams of R2</td>
<td>R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority, R4: upper bound of the subtracted result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_SUB.C R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Return # of elements in intersection of two streams, R0: start_addr of R0 to subtract streams of R1, R3: upper bound of the subtracted result</td>
<td>R0: start_addr, R1: id, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_INTER.C R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Intersection of two streams, R0: start_addr of R0 to subtract streams of R1</td>
<td>R0: start_addr, R1: id, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VREAD R8, R9, R10, R11, R12</td>
<td>Sparse computation using the values of two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R8: R9: start_addr, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VREAD R8, R9, R10, R11, R12</td>
<td>Sparse computation using the values of two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R8: R9: start_addr, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VINTER R8, R9, R10, MAC</td>
<td>Intersection of two streams, R8: start_addr of R0 to subtract streams of R1</td>
<td>R8: start_addr, R9: id, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VINTER.R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Sparse computation using two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VMERGE.F1, F2, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12</td>
<td>Inner product in Our ISA</td>
<td>F1: F2: multiplication scale, R8:R12: input stream IDs, R8:output stream ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VMERGE.C R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Move two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VMERGE.R0, R1</td>
<td>Merge two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VFETCH.R0, R1</td>
<td>Return # of elements in merge of two streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_FETCH.R0, R1, R2</td>
<td>Return # of elements in merge of two streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Stream ISA Pointer Operations. R0-R4 are general-purpose registers, F0,F1 are FP registers, IMM is an immediate value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Operands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_FETCH.R0</td>
<td>Return # of elements in merge of two streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VREAD R8, R9, R10, R11, R12</td>
<td>Sparse computation using the values of two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R8: R9: start_addr, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VREAD R8, R9, R10, R11, R12</td>
<td>Sparse computation using the values of two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R8: R9: start_addr, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VINTER R8, R9, R10, MAC</td>
<td>Intersection of two streams, R8: start_addr of R0 to subtract streams of R1</td>
<td>R8: start_addr, R9: id, R10: id, R11: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_VINTER.R0, R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Sparse computation using two (key,value) streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_OINTER R0, R1</td>
<td>Return # of elements in merge of two streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_OINTER.R0, R1</td>
<td>Return # of elements in merge of two streams</td>
<td>R0: R1: start_addr, R2: id, R3: priority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and \{(1, (1, (3, 5), (3, 5), (1, 3), (5, 3)), (1, 3), (5, 3))\}, the result keys would be \{1, 3, 5\}. Assume scales are 2 and 3, each value would be \{4 \times 2 + 1 \times 3, 21 \times 2, (36 \times 3)\}. Thus the result stream would be \{(1, (11, (3, 42), (5, 108))\}.

In SparseCore, computation on values is performed by a dedicated functional unit, which can be easily extended to perform new operations. The two instructions are useful in sparse tensor computation, where the keys indicate the positions of the non-zeros and the actual computations are performed on these values. If any input stream ID is not a (key, value) stream, an exception is raised.

\(S_{\text{NESTINTER}}\) performs the nested intersection. It is an instruction specialized for GPM. Let the input stream (an edge list) be \(S = \{s_0, s_1, ..., s_k\}\), where each \(s_i\) corresponds to a vertex. Let us denote the edge list of each \(s_i\) as \(S(s_i)\), and the result of the instruction as \(C\). This instruction performs the following computation: \(C = \sum_{i=0}^{k} \text{count}(S \cap S(s_i))\), where \(\cap\) is the intersection between two key streams, and \(\text{count}\) returns the length of a stream. The intersections are bounded by the value of \(s_i\). Thus, this instruction implements dependent stream intersection. Given a stream \(S\), the other streams to be intersected with it are determined by the keys (vertices) of \(S\). The generation of the dependent streams corresponding to each \(s_i\) is performed by the processor using the information in the three GFR registers, which are loaded once using \(S_{\text{LD}_G}\) before processing a graph.

The \(S_{\text{FETCH}}\) instruction performs the stream element access—returning the element with a specific offset in a stream, which can be either the output stream of an intersection operation or an initialized stream loaded from memory. Typically, the offset is incremented to traverse all elements in a stream. When it reaches the end of the stream, \(S_{\text{FETCH}}\) will return a special "End Of Stream (EOS)\" value.

In Table 1, we included all parameters needed by an instruction as operands for clarity. For some instructions, the total number of operands might be too large to be encoded in the instruction format of a given processor. It does not pose fundamental issue. In an implementation, we can include shared registers to hold the priority (R3 of \(S_{\text{READ}}\) and \(S_{\text{VREAD}}\)) and scales (F0 and F0 of \(S_{\text{VMERGE}}\)), and remove them from the operands. We can introduce simple instructions to set these registers, which can be used before these instructions. This solution is feasible and correct since such information is obtained when the instructions are decoded, which happens in order. We do not include such details in the instruction specification to avoid diluting the essential ideas.

3.4 Code Examples

Figure 3 (a) shows triangle counting implementation using stream ISA. The v1 for-loop is essentially a nested intersection operation on \(n_0\), which can be implemented by \(S_{\text{NESTINTER}}\). Figure 3 (b) shows...
the implementation of tailed-triangle mining (shown in Figure 2 (b)) with intersection early termination. We use S_INTER to intersect the two edge lists with an upper-bound v0 (stored in R10) so that the intersection can terminate early. Figure 4 (a)(b) show the inner product implementation with our stream ISA extension. Line 7 performs the multiply-accumulation on the values of the intersected keys. Figure 4 (c)(d) show the Gustavson implementation. Line 10 performs the merge computation. With SparseCore, the same architecture and ISA can flexibly implement different algorithms.

The ISA allows different loop iterations to use the same stream IDs, similar to the same variable names. The processor keeps track of the active streams in both front-end (after instruction decoding) and back-end (at instruction commit time), and will recognize the same stream IDs in different iterations as different streams.

4 SPARSECORE ARCHITECTURE

The SparseCore architecture is composed of specialized structures built on conventional processor architecture and memory hierarchy that implement the stream ISA extensions. Figure 5 shows a detailed overview with stream related components highlighted in gray color. All instructions in Table 1 except S_NESTINTER occupy one entry in the Reorder Buffer (ROB).

4.1 Stream ID Mapping

In SparseCore, each stream ID (Sid) specified in an instruction is mapped to an internal stream register (Sreg). This mapping is performed at the front-end after instruction decoding and the mapping relation is kept in SMT. Besides the stream ID and its mapped stream register, each SMT entry contains: (1) two valid bits: VD and VA, indicating the ‘define’ point of the stream, and VD, indicating whether the stream is active; (2) the start (s) and produced (p) bit, which indicate whether S-Cache contains the keys from the start of the stream and whether the data for the whole stream is produced (so that it can be used by the dependent streams); and (3) the pred0 and pred1: the IDs of the streams that the current stream depends on.

Initially, both VD and VA are 0 and SMT is empty. Both VD and VA are set after decoding a S_READ or a S_VREAD instruction and the SMT entry indicates that the Sid_i in the last operand of the instruction is mapped to Sreg_j. Both VD and VA are set to one, they indicate that the instruction defines Sid_i and it is active. Later, when S_FREE Sid_i is decoded, the SMT is examined and an entry for Sid_i should be found (otherwise an exception is raised), and its VD is reset, while VA is unchanged. This means that Sid_i is no longer defined—the instructions after S_FREE Sid_i should not be able to reference Sid_i—but the stream is still active since S_FREE Sid_i has not been retired. When S_FREE Sid_i is retired, VA is reset and the entry becomes free. When a new stream is mapped, the processor checks SMT and finds an entry with VA = 0, which implies VD = 0. Note that this is not true vice versa—VD = 0 does not imply VA = 0.

Our design expects the codes to call S_FREE after a stream is no longer used, so that its SMT entry can be released. It can be easily ensured by the compiler. When all stream registers are occupied (VA = 1), the instruction that initializes a new stream will be stalled. The current design with 16 stream registers is enough for all our applications. The larger (or even unlimited) number of stream IDs can be supported by virtualization: When a thread attempts to allocate too many streams, newer entries will be saved to a special memory region to release SMT space. The deadlock may happen when an intersection instruction is blocking the ROB and the related streams are swapped out. To avoid this scenario, we prioritize the streams used by the first intersection instruction in ROB and swap in its operand streams.

The design can naturally support the stream operations in loop iterations of GPM. Typically, inside an iteration, some streams are initialized and computations on them are performed before S_FREEs at the end of the iteration (refer to Figure 3 (c) for an example). Different iterations can use the same stream IDs, which are mapped to different SMT entries.

SMT does not increase the latency of CPU pipeline, and can be implemented in a pipelined manner similar to the register rename stage in CPU. The mapping from architecture registers to physical registers is similar to the mapping from Sids to Sregs, with the “readiness” of stream IDs.

4.2 Stream Unit and Stream Reuse

Stream Unit (SU) performs stream operations, we applied extensive optimizations to achieve high performance. Figure 6 illustrates the parallel comparison inside SU. For simplification, we only show 4 elements, which have all been loaded into the internal buffer of SU. We set the buffer size as 16 and use double buffer to avoid stall when one buffer is occupied by moving data into SU. For intersection, at Cycle 1, the first element in each stream will be loaded and compared with all the elements in the other stream. For stream A, its 3rd element is found to be equal to the first element of B, thus at the next cycle, the 3rd element
of A will be loaded for parallel comparison. For stream B, the first element of A is less than any of its elements, so no action is needed. At Cycle 2, the 3rd element of A and the first element of B are found equal, so the element 3 will be put into the result buffer. Finally, at Cycle 3, each stream will use their next element for parallel comparison. The same optimization also applies to subtraction and merge. For subtraction and merge, the parallel comparison may generate multiple elements at one cycle, while only zero or one element can be produced per cycle for intersection. For example, at Cycle 1, the first two elements in stream A are less than the first element of B, thus they will be put into result buffer for subtraction and merge. We use a buffer to keep output stream, and write back when a full S-cache line of elements are generated.

In both GPM and tensor computation, a stream can be reused many times or immediately used by the following computation. It is either based on the algorithm or because such stream keeps the intermediate results. To avoid unnecessary data movements between S-Cache, a scratchpad shared among all SUs is used to store the stream with high stream priority. The stream priority (R3 of S_READ and S_VREAD) can be assigned by compiler after program analysis.

### 4.3 Stream Cache

In SparseCore, the keys for each active stream are loaded into a special stream cache (S-Cache), which lies on top of L2 cache together with L1. The values in (key,value) stream are fetched through the normal memory hierarchy. When stream keys are accessed using the stream instructions, the data will not pollute L1. Since the keys of a stream are accessed sequentially, the data can be effectivelyprefetched to S-Cache without a complex prefetcher, thanks to the known access pattern. Each stream register has a slot that holds a fixed number of keys of the stream. We use the 64-key slot which leads to 256 byte slot size. With 16 stream registers, the total size of S-Cache is 4K.

When an S_READ is executed, the first 64 keys are fetched to the S-Cache, and the start bit in SMT for the stream is set. Unless the length of the stream is no more than 64, at this point the S-Cache only contains the first portion of the stream. The start bit indicates that the instructions that depend on the stream can use the data in the S-Cache slot. Referring to Table 1, our ISA does not contain any instruction that explicitly stores to a stream: only S_INTER and S_SUB produce the results in the output stream. When these instructions are executed, the result keys are written to the S-Cache slot in group of 64. If the result stream contains more than 64 keys, the slot will contain the most recently produced 64 keys while the previous slot is written back to L2 and the start bit is cleared. When the whole result stream is generated by the computation instruction, the produced bit is set, which is used to trigger the dependent instructions.

The typical code pattern is that two streams are initialized by S_READ before the intersection operation is performed. In this case, data fetching from L2 to S-Cache and transfer to SUs for computation can be pipelined. To support that, we use the idea of double buffer and divide each slot into two sub-slots. When a sub-slot is fetched from L2, the keys in the other sub-slot can be prefetched to SU simultaneously and the intersection computation can be overlapped. Stream cache can send two cache line of data to two SUs at each cycle.

With multiple SUs, the parallel execution time of multiple intersections can be better overlapped with the data fetching time of these streams. When multiple SUs (4 in our design) need data to perform computations, S-Cache has to schedule the data transfer to different SUs. We use a simple round-robin policy: at each cycle, S-Cache schedules the transfer to a different SU that is waiting for the data. Each SU is able to perform the intersection on the partial key streams received.

### 4.4 Stream Data Dependency

Two streams may have dependency due to: (1) stream ID, where an instruction uses the output stream of a previous computation (S_INTER or S_SUB) as an input stream; or (2) the overlapped memory regions of two streams. It is easy to handle the first scenario: after the stream IDs are available after decoding, the dependency can be handled in the similar manner to the data dependency on general registers. When a dependency is identified, the consumer instruction can only execute after the producer instruction. It is enforced by filling the pred0 and pred1 in SMT of the consumer instruction. When the producer instruction finishes, its SMT entry’s produced bit is set. Each cycle the processor checks the status of the producer instruction(s) and triggers the consumer instruction when all operands’ produced bit are set. If the key stream produced is less than 64 keys, the whole stream is in S-Cache with the start bit set, the consumer instruction reads directly from S-Cache; otherwise, the slot will be refilled from L2.

For the second scenario, we can check the potential dependency conservatively by leveraging the fact that the length of the output stream is less than the sum of the length of two input streams. Thus, we can conservatively deduct the maximum length of the output stream. The possibly overlapped stream memory regions can be detected using the start key address and stream length of different streams. The dependent stream instructions need to be executed sequentially, which is enforced using the same mechanism as the first scenario.

### 4.5 Sparse Computation on Values

The sparse computation on values is suppored by the coordination between SU, value buffer (vBuf), load queue, and Stream Value Processing Unit (SVPU). When S_VINTER is executed, an SU starts with key intersection calculation and the output keys are given to the Value Address Generator (VA_gen) associated with the SU (refer to Figure 5). VA_gen generates the value addresses for each key in the intersection. These addresses are sent to load queue to request the values through the normal memory hierarchy, rather than S-Cache. Each value request is also allocated with an entry in the vBuf, which will collect the two values returned from the load queue (val0 and val1). Each entry has a ready bit (r) for each value, which is set when the load queue receives the value.

For S_VINTER, we assume that the operation is commutative (e.g., multiply-accumulate) thus the computation using val0 and val1 can be performed by SVPU as soon as both ready bits are set. We do not need to enforce any order on the accumulation.
The acc_reg is used to keep the accumulated partial results. While performing substantial amount of computations, this instruction only takes one entry in ROB. After the final result is produced in the acc_reg of the corresponding SU, it will be copied to the destination register, and then the instruction will retire from the processor when it reaches the head of ROB. The execution flow for S_VMERGE is similar, VA_gen and vBuf are also used for value requests. However, SU will perform merge rather than intersection. Also, instead of accumulate results, S_VMERGE will output each value.

4.6 Nested Intersection

For S_NESTINTER, we use the Nested Instruction Translator to generate the instruction sequence of other instructions of stream ISA to implement it. Based on the input key stream, the translator first generates the stream information based on each key element. The memory addresses of the streams information are calculated based on the GFR registers, then the memory requests are sent through load queue. For each stream, an entry is allocated in the translation buffer, its ready bit (rdy) is set when the stream information is returned at load queue. Similar to the pointer to vBuf entry, each load queue entry also keeps a pointer to the translation buffer entry. For each nested stream, three instructions are generated: S_READ, S_INTER.C, and S_FREE. An addition instruction is generated to accumulate the counts. Each instruction takes an entry in the translation buffer. The translation buffer is full, which can be due to either ROB full or waiting for the stream information. In either case, the space will be released because eventually the instructions in ROB will retire and the requested data will be refilled. These events do not wait for the translation procedure and cause no deadlock.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND SOFTWARE

5.1 Implementation Considerations

S_NESTINTER is translated into a variable length instruction sequence by the Nested Instruction Translator and takes multiple ROB entries. To ensure precise exception, the processor takes a checkpoint of registers before the instruction. If an exception is raised during the execution, processor rolls back to the checkpoint and raises the exception handler. It is similar to the mechanisms for atomic block execution [11, 55]. Besides information such as general registers, the checkpoint includes the content of SMT, stream registers and GFR registers.

In SparseCore architecture, stream cache does not participate in the coherence protocol. For the applications that SparseCore targets, the data (such as graph or sparse tensors) are read-only, thus there is no correctness issue. S-Cache itself is not read-only, many of our applications indeed write intermediate data to stream cache. For data synchronization, normal CPU instructions should not access stream data. An implementation raises an exception if this is violated. It ensures that S-Cache is only be accessed via S_FETCH.

5.2 Hardware Cost

We implemented the key components of SparseCore, including S-Cache, SU, SMT, and stream registers, using Chisel[2]. We used Synopsys Design Compiler with the Open-Cell 15nm design library[44] to synthesize the Verilog code generated by Chisel. These components can achieve a frequency of 4.35Ghz, indicating that our architectural extensions will not affect the latency of the baseline processor. We estimate area numbers of the SRAMs in our Scratchpad using CACTI[5]. We use the 22nm technology, which is the closest from 15nm available in CACTI. The total area of our S-Cache with 12 slots, 4 SUs, SMT, Scratchpad and Sregs takes 0.73mm², while the area of an Intel SkyLake server core (14nm) is close to 15mm² [27].

5.3 Compiler

For GPM, we developed a compiler to generate GPM implementation with stream ISA. The compiler takes the user-specified patterns as input, synthesizes the corresponding intersection based GPM algorithms (e.g., those in Figure 2), and translates them to C++ implementations embedded with stream ISA assembly instructions. For tensor computation, we modified tensor algebra compilers TACO [32], which takes user-specified math expression as input and generates C++ implementations embedded with stream ISA instructions.

One major challenge is stream management during code generation (similar to register allocation in traditional compilers). To implement an intersection, the compiler may generate instructions that introduce up to three active streams—two input streams loaded by S_READ and one output stream produced by S_INTER. We release these created streams eagerly, since resources used to maintain active streams (e.g., s-cache and stream registers) are limited. The streams created by S_READ are released by S_FREE after the intersection operation, and the compiler will insert S_FREE instructions to free the stream produced by S_INTER once it is no longer needed. If the number of active streams reaches its limit (i.e., the number of stream registers), the compiler simply falls back to generate scalar ISA based intersection code, and print outs a warning message. In practice, we notice that such a “fall-back” scenario is rare (did not happen for all applications evaluated) thanks to our aggressive stream freeing strategy.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Simulator and Configuration

We simulate SparseCore on zSim [61]. We implement all SparseCore architectural components into the simulator. Our configuration is listed in Table 2. For GPM, we compare SparseCore with the recent accelerators. For TrieJax [27], we implemented the partial join results (PJR) cache and simulated their cache hierarchy. The access patterns are analyzed and simulated according to the operational flow description. For Flexminer [70],

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Architecture Conf.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loadQueue size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cache line size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1d cache size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Cache slot size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratchpad size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Graph Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#E</th>
<th>avg D</th>
<th>max D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>citeeseer (C)</td>
<td>3.3K</td>
<td>4.5K</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email-en-core (E)</td>
<td>1.7K</td>
<td>18.1K</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soc-sign-bitcelucha (B)</td>
<td>3.8K</td>
<td>24K</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2p-Gnutella08 (G)</td>
<td>1.4K</td>
<td>21K</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socb-Havefondo (F)</td>
<td>3.8K</td>
<td>70K</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiki-vote (W)</td>
<td>7K</td>
<td>14K</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>1065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mico (M)</td>
<td>96.6K</td>
<td>1.1K</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com-youtube (Y)</td>
<td>1.1M</td>
<td>3.0M</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>28754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patent (P)</td>
<td>3.8M</td>
<td>18.5M</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>livejournal (L)</td>
<td>4.8M</td>
<td>24.9M</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>20333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: GPM Apps

- Triangle counting (T)
- Triangle chain counting (TC)
- Tailed triangle counting (TT)
- 4-Clique (4C)
- 5-Clique (5C)
- Frequent subgraph mining (FSM)

Table 5: Matrix and tensor Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Normalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powergrid (P)</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>18270</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powergrid ( substance)</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>18270</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTA (TTM)</td>
<td>136 x 1362</td>
<td>10890</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powergrid (Y)</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>18270</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GridGen (G)</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>18270</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetrahedron (Y)</td>
<td>512 x 512</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California (G)</td>
<td>512 x 512</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socfb-Haverford76 (F)</td>
<td>512 x 512</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTSV (T)</td>
<td>1024 x 1024</td>
<td>18270</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Speedup of SparseCore over Flexminer and TireJax

6.3 Overall Performance of GPM

6.3.1 Comparison with Flexminer, TireJax, and GRAMER. To make the fair comparison, we only enable one computation unit in each accelerator and one SU in SparseCore. For Flexminer, the area of a PE is 0.18mm² without the shared cache of 4MB. In comparison, the average area for each of SU in SparseCore, including scratch-pad, S-Cache and all other added components, is 0.183mm². For TireJax, the total area of the architecture is 5.31mm² for 32 internal threads. On average, each thread is 0.166mm²—very similar to area per SU for SparseCore. It is important to note Flexminer and SparseCore implement the same algorithm. We compare the performance of SparseCore, Flexminer, and TireJax in Figure 7. Results related to TireJax are shown in log scale. TireJax can not support the Three chain, 3-Motif, and Talled-triangle patterns, which are vertex-induced [70]. Intuitively, an edge-induced subgraph of $G$ is formed by taking a subset of $G$’s edges; while a vertex-induced subgraph of $G$ is formed by taking a subset of $G$’s vertices and all edges among them. The vertex/edge-induced pattern requires that the embeddings from the input graph be vertex/edge-induced subgraphs. Since TireJax only supports joins primitive, it can only support edge-induced patterns. We only evaluate clique counting, of which edge-induced and vertex-induced clique patterns happen to be the same.

On average, SparseCore outperforms TireJax by 3651.2x. The performance gap is due to TireJax’s inferior algorithm design and the lack of graph structure support. TireJax processes the graph data as a database table, which leads to unnecessary binary search and significant redundancy in GPM. For example, TireJax lacks support for symmetry breaking, which means for Triangle and 4/5-Clique, they will count the same embedding for 6, 24, 120 times. Moreover, let us consider triangle counting, when extending from $v_1$ to $v_2$, TireJax will try to find the edge list of $v_2$ via its LUB unit, which would perform binary search on the table based on Worst Case Optimal Join. This operation may take up to $O(\log N)$ time. However, for the CSR graph based approach, the same operation only takes $O(1)$ time.

Even though TireJax has a partial join results (PJR) cache, we believe this design is inefficient and failed to exploit the access pattern of graph mining. PJR cache will deallocate large entries that exceed 1KB, which corresponds to only 256 vertices. However, for GPM applications, vertices with high degrees are more likely to be accessed [73], which usually cannot be placed in PJR. Hence, the PJR cache fail to cache the most frequently accessed data. For
example, the largest degree of email-eu-core, a small graph with merely 1K vertices, could be 345, which exceeds the capability of an PJR entry.

On average, SparseCore outperforms Flexminer by 2.7×. This speedup comes from the parallel comparison design inside SU, which provides the advantage in the basic stream computation. For GRAMER, since it is based on a pattern-oblivious algorithm with much more redundant computation. It is even slower than our baseline CPU benchmark. Based on our results, SparseCore outperforms GRAMER on average 40.1× and up to 181.8×.

### 6.3.2 Comparison with CPU

Further performance comparison among SparseCore (with/without nested intersection) and the CPU baseline are shown in Figure 8. TS, 4CS, and 5CS refer to the triangle counting, 4-Clique, and 5-Clique implementations without nested intersection. On average, enabling nested intersection speeds up these applications by 1.65×. It is because with nested intersection instructions, the normal instructions used to explicitly manage the corresponding loops, graph structure accesses, and embedding counting are eliminated. Nested intersection instructions allow more intersections to be executed on-the-fly simultaneously, thanks to the reduction of normal instructions that would have occupied more ROB entries. Besides, note that SparseCore achieves less speedup for FSM. It is because the support calculation in FSM is costly, and thus the intersection/subtraction operations that our architecture accelerates only take a smaller portion of execution time.

Comparing across different datasets, SparseCore achieves higher speedups on graphs with higher average degree. This could be explained by Amdahl’s law. On graphs with higher degrees, the operand lengths of intersection/subtraction operations are generally longer. As a result, these operations are more computation-intensive and take up a larger portion of execution time. Recall that SparseCore only speedups intersection/subtraction operations, and thus achieves higher performance improvement on denser graphs. Also, a higher degree means the stream can be reused more often, leading to better utilization of the scratchpad and a significant reduction of access to the normal cache hierarchy.

### 6.4 Cycle Breakdown Analysis

We analyze the source of SparseCore’s performance gain by analyzing the breakdown of the execution cycle for CPU and SparseCore as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. We can see from Figure 9 that branch misprediction cost takes a significant portion of the total cycles for CPU. This is due to the code pattern of intersections, which contains branches in a tight loop, making it difficult to predict the branches. As shown in Figure 10, the branch misprediction cost is significantly reduced for SparseCore, due to our specialized instructions. The computation categories are counted as the summation of cycles when any functional unit of the CPU is busy. This category can be further divided into two parts, Other computation, and Intersection. The Intersection represents the cycles when the CPU or Stream Unit is executing an intersection or subtraction operation. The Other computation category includes cycles for all other computations. It is worth noting that SparseCore can overlap Other computation with Intersection, since SparseCore is based on out-of-order CPU core. For SparseCore, the Other computation category takes a higher proportion of the reduced total cycles.

### 6.5 Comparing to GPU

We also compare SparseCore with GPU (Nvidia Tesla K40m). We assume the clock frequency of SparseCore to be 1Ghz. We compare the performance of SparseCore (with symmetry breaking) with two GPU implementations with or without symmetry breaking optimizations. The optimization in general adds more branches, and we want to study, with massive parallelism, whether the redundant enumeration with less branch divergence can overshadow less computation with more branches. Figure 11 shows the results. We can see that: 1) SparseCore outperforms the GPU implementations significantly, thus, even with a more powerful GPU, the results should stay the same; and 2) symmetry breaking is also effective in GPU, and the massive parallelism on more computation cannot overweight less computation with more branches. Using Nvidia profiling tools, we find that the reason for low performance of pattern enumeration on GPU is two-fold: 1) low warp utilization (about 4.4%) due to the branches and the different loop sizes (edge list length) for different threads; and 2) low global memory bandwidth utilization (about 13%) since threads access edge lists at different memory locations. Based on our results, it is no surprise that all existing pattern enumeration based graph mining system are based on CPU.

### 6.6 The Distribution of Stream Lengths

We further analyze the length distribution of involved streams in different GPM algorithms. Figure 14 left shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of stream lengths in different graph mining algorithms. Even on the same graph dataset, different applications could lead to different stream length distributions. We notice that clique applications (i.e., 4-Clique/5-Clique counting) in general introduce shorter stream lengths. The reason is that in clique applications, the input operands of intersection operations are usually the intersection results of other streams. And these operands tend to have shorter stream lengths.

We also fix the graph mining application to triangle counting and analyze the stream length distribution on various datasets. The results are reported in Figure 14 right. For this figure, we cut off the counting for stream larger than 500. The observation is intuitive-the longest stream length on datasets with larger maximal degrees (e.g., LiveJournal, Youtube) are longer. Besides, there are more long streams on denser datasets like E (email-eu-core) and F (socfb-Haverford76).

### 6.7 Varying the Number of Stream Unit

We characterize the performance of SparseCore by varying the number of SUs. Figure 12 shows the results with 1 to 16 stream units. When the number of SUs is no more than 4, increasing it will generally improve SparseCore’s performance. However, with
more than 4 stream units, adding SUs introduces significantly less benefit.

6.8 Analysis on Bandwidth
We characterize SparseCore’s performance with different bandwidth. Figure 13 shows the performance of SparseCore with aggregated S-Cache and Scratchpad bandwidth varying from 2 elements per cycle to 64 elements per cycle. Increasing aggregated bandwidth can improve SparseCore’s performance. However, there is a point of diminishing return. For example, for the TC (three-chain counting) application, increasing the bandwidth from 32 to 64 elements/cycle introduces almost no benefit. It is because there are not enough concurrent active stream intersection/subscription operations to saturate the bandwidth. The number of concurrent active stream operations is determined by the application and implementation. Triangle counting (T) and 4/5-Clique (4/5C) counting use the nested intersection instruction to trigger intersection operations in a bursty manner, leading to more simultaneously on-the-fly intersections. Hence, T/4C/5C benefits more from bandwidth increase than algorithm/implementation without the nested instruction (e.g., 4CS, 5CS). Moreover, each algorithm has a unique stream operation pattern, which leads to different number of simultaneously on-the-fly stream operations. Therefore, each algorithm would benefit from the bandwidth increase differently.

6.9 Tensor Computation Performance
6.9.1 Comparison with CPU. SparseCore’s speedups against the CPU baseline are shown in Figure 15. For sparse matrix multiplication, it achieves on average 6.9×, 1.88×, and 2.78× speedup for inner-product, outer-product, and Gustavson’s algorithm. Comparing across algorithms, Gustavson executes faster than the other two algorithm on CPU, e.g., 93.0× and 2.13× faster
than inner- and outer-product on ex19. However, SparseCore archives the highest speedups for inner-product. It is because inner-product’s data access pattern can be better accelerated by our data reuse. SparseCore achieves higher speedups for Gustavson’s algorithm than outer-product for similar reason. After SparseCore’s acceleration, Gustavson’s algorithm still has the highest performance but the gap between inner-product becomes smaller, e.g., 24.9× and 2.13× faster than inner- and outer-product on ex19.

Comparing across different datasets, the speedup of TSOPF with inner-product and Gustavson’s algorithm is much higher than the other matrices. This is because TSOPF has more non-zero elements per column, which leads to longer streams and more efficient data reuse. This is similar to our observations in Section 6.3.2, where SparseCore achieves higher speedup on graphs with a higher average degree. For tensor computation, SparseCore achieves on average 4.49× and 2.44× speedup for TTM and TTV respectively. Similar to matrices, for tensors with higher density, SparseCore can achieve higher speedup.

6.9.2 Comparison with OuterSPACE, ExTensor, and Gamma. Similar to the comparison with GPM accelerators, we only enable one computation unit in each accelerator and one SU in SparseCore. For OuterSPACE, as stated in their paper, the latency of allocation is typically hidden and they use scratchpad to hide the latency of grabbing new elements from the main memory. Thus, we mainly model their cache/scratchpad, their PE, and HMC transfer. For a fair comparison, we configured the latency of their cache/scratchpad to be the same as the latency of SparseCore’s L1d cache. For ExTensor, we model their PE and the transfer cost of DRAM to LLB and Partial Output Buffer to DRAM with the same configuration in their paper. We model their PE with the same number of parallel comparators as SparseCore for a fair comparison. For Gamma, as stated in the paper, the FiberCache uses fetch to hide the memory access latency of a cache miss. For simplification, we model the FiberCache as “always hit”. For the PE, we modeled it with one-element-per-cycle throughput. We compare the performance of SparseCore, OuterSPACE, ExTensor, and Gamma in Figure 16. We observe that that: 1) SparseCore with a better algorithm is faster than accelerators with worse algorithms, i.e., SparseCore with Gustavson’s algorithm is faster than accelerators with outer-product, and inner-product; and 2) For each algorithm, the specialized accelerators are faster than SparseCore with 5.2× for inner-product, 3.1× for outer-product, and 2.4× for Gustavson’s algorithm. This demonstrates the key trade-off between flexibility and performance: SparseCore can easily adapt to various algorithms with reasonable speedups—not significantly slower than the full specialized accelerators with the fixed dataflow. In particular, even if SparseCore’s performance of Gustavson’s algorithm is slower than Gamma, it is faster than OuterSPACE and ExTensor, thanks to the algorithmic advantages.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes SparseCore, which extends the instruction set architecture (ISA) to make stream first-class citizens and accelerates sparse computation with a unified architecture. We develop the SparseCore architecture composed of specialized mechanisms that efficiently implement the stream ISA extensions. We implement the ISA extension and architecture on zSim [61]. The results show that SparseCore outperforms the recent more specialized GPM accelerators and achieves decent speedups on tensor computation.
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